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A Concise Introduction to Programming in Python - Mark J. Johnson
2011-12-21
Suitable for newcomers to computer science, A Concise Introduction to
Programming in Python provides a succinct, yet complete, first course in
computer science using the Python programming language. The book
features: Short, modular chapters with brief and precise explanations,
intended for one class period Early introduction of basic procedural
constructs such as functions, selection, and repetition, allowing them to
be used throughout the course Objects are introduced in the middle of
the course, and class design comes toward the end Examples, exercises,
and projects from a wide range of application domains, including biology,
physics, images, sound, mathematics, games, and textual analysis No
external libraries are required, simplifying the book’s use in common lab
spaces Each chapter introduces a main idea through a concrete example
and a series of exercises. Designed to teach programming in a concise,
yet comprehensive way, this book provides a timely introduction for
students and anyone interested in learning Python.
Introduction to Programming and Problem-Solving Using Scala,
Second Edition - Mark C. Lewis 2016-10-14
Praise for the first edition: "The well-written, comprehensive book...[is]
aiming to become a de facto reference for the language and its features
and capabilities. The pace is appropriate for beginners; programming
concepts are introduced progressively through a range of examples and
then used as tools for building applications in various domains, including
sophisticated data structures and algorithms...Highly recommended.
Students of all levels, faculty, and professionals/practitioners.? —D.
Papamichail, University of Miami in CHOICE Magazine ? Mark
Lewis’?Introduction to the Art of Programming Using Scala?was the first
textbook to use Scala for introductory CS courses. Fully revised and
expanded, the new edition of this popular text has been divided into two
books. Introduction to Programming and Problem-Solving Using Scala is
designed to be used in first semester college classrooms to teach
students beginning programming with Scala. The book focuses on the
key topics students need to know in an introductory course, while also
highlighting the features that make Scala a great programming language
to learn. The book is filled with end-of-chapter projects and exercises,
and the authors have also posted a number of different supplements on
the book website. Video lectures for each chapter in the book are also
available on YouTube. The videos show construction of code from the
ground up and this type of "live coding" is invaluable for learning to
program, as it allows students into the mind of a more experienced
programmer, where they can see the thought processes associated with
the development of the code. About the Authors Mark Lewis is a
Professor at Trinity University. He teaches a number of different courses,
spanning from first semester introductory courses to advanced seminars.
His research interests included simulations and modeling, programming
languages, and numerical modeling of rings around planets with nearby
moons.? Lisa Lacher is an Assistant Professor at the University of
Houston, Clear Lake with over 25 years of professional software
development experience. She teaches a number of different courses
spanning from first semester introductory courses to graduate level
courses. Her research interests include Computer Science Education,
Agile Software Development, Human Computer Interaction and Usability
Engineering, as well as Measurement and Empirical Software
Engineering.
Information Systems - Efrem G. Mallach 2020-02-04
Most information systems textbooks overwhelm business students with
overly technical information they may not need in their careers. This
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textbook takes a new approach to the required information systems
course for business majors. For each topic covered, the text highlights
key "Take-Aways" that alert students to material they will need to
remember during their careers. Sections titled "Where You Fit In" and
"Why This Chapter Matters" explain how the topics being covered will
impact students on the job. Review questions, discussion questions, and
summaries are also included. This second edition is updated to include
new technology, along with a new running case study. Key features:
Single-mindedly for business students who are not technical specialists
Doesn’t try to prepare IS professionals; other courses will do that
Stresses the enabling technologies and application areas that matter the
most today Based on the author’s real-world experience Up to date
regarding technology and tomorrow’s business needs This is the book the
author—and, more importantly, his students—wishes he had when he
started teaching. Dr. Mallach holds degrees in engineering from
Princeton and MIT, and in business from Boston University. He worked
in the computer industry for two decades, as Director of Strategic
Planning for a major computer firm and as co-founder/CEO of a computer
marketing consulting firm. He taught information systems in the
University of Massachusetts (Lowell and Dartmouth) business schools for
18 years, then at Rhode Island College following his retirement. He
consults in industry and serves as Webmaster for his community, in
between hiking and travel with his wife.
A Functional Start to Computing with Python - Ted Herman
2013-07-26
A Functional Start to Computing with Python enables students to quickly
learn computing without having to use loops, variables, and object
abstractions at the start. Requiring no prior programming experience,
the book draws on Python’s flexible data types and operations as well as
its capacity for defining new functions. Along with the specifics of
Python, the text covers important concepts of computing, including
software engineering motivation, algorithms behind syntax rules,
advanced functional programming ideas, and, briefly, finite state
machines. Taking a student-friendly, interactive approach to teach
computing, the book addresses more difficult concepts and abstractions
later in the text. The author presents ample explanations of data types,
operators, and expressions. He also describes comprehensions—the
powerful specifications of lists and dictionaries—before introducing loops
and variables. This approach helps students better understand
assignment syntax and iteration by giving them a mental model of
sophisticated data first. Web Resource The book’s supplementary
website at http://functionalfirstpython.com/ provides many ancillaries,
including: Interactive flashcards on Python language elements Links to
extra support for each chapter Unit testing and programming exercises
An interactive Python stepper tool Chapter-by-chapter points Material for
lectures
A Primer on Scientific Programming with Python - Hans Petter
Langtangen 2016-07-28
The book serves as a first introduction to computer programming of
scientific applications, using the high-level Python language. The
exposition is example and problem-oriented, where the applications are
taken from mathematics, numerical calculus, statistics, physics, biology
and finance. The book teaches "Matlab-style" and procedural
programming as well as object-oriented programming. High school
mathematics is a required background and it is advantageous to study
classical and numerical one-variable calculus in parallel with reading this
book. Besides learning how to program computers, the reader will also
learn how to solve mathematical problems, arising in various branches of
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science and engineering, with the aid of numerical methods and
programming. By blending programming, mathematics and scientific
applications, the book lays a solid foundation for practicing
computational science. From the reviews: Langtangen ... does an
excellent job of introducing programming as a set of skills in problem
solving. He guides the reader into thinking properly about producing
program logic and data structures for modeling real-world problems
using objects and functions and embracing the object-oriented paradigm.
... Summing Up: Highly recommended. F. H. Wild III, Choice, Vol. 47 (8),
April 2010 Those of us who have learned scientific programming in
Python ‘on the streets’ could be a little jealous of students who have the
opportunity to take a course out of Langtangen’s Primer.” John D. Cook,
The Mathematical Association of America, September 2011 This book
goes through Python in particular, and programming in general, via tasks
that scientists will likely perform. It contains valuable information for
students new to scientific computing and would be the perfect bridge
between an introduction to programming and an advanced course on
numerical methods or computational science. Alex Small, IEEE, CiSE Vol.
14 (2), March /April 2012 “This fourth edition is a wonderful, inclusive
textbook that covers pretty much everything one needs to know to go
from zero to fairly sophisticated scientific programming in Python...”
Joan Horvath, Computing Reviews, March 2015
HT THINK LIKE A COMPUTER SCIEN - Jeffrey Elkner 2016-10-04
The goal of this book is to teach you to think like a computer scientist.
This way of thinking combines some of the best features of mathematics,
engineering, and natural science. Like mathematicians, computer
scientists use formal languages to denote ideas (specifically
computations). Like engineers, they design things, assembling
components into systems and evaluating tradeoffs among alternatives.
Like scientists, they observe the behavior of complex systems, form
hypotheses, and test predictions. The single most important skill for a
computer scientist is problem solving. Problem solving means the ability
to formulate problems, think creatively about solutions, and express a
solution clearly and accurately. As it turns out, the process of learning to
program is an excellent opportunity to practice problem-solving skills.
That's why this chapter is called, The way of the program. On one level,
you will be learning to program, a useful skill by itself. On another level,
you will use programming as a means to an end. As we go along, that end
will become clearer.
Python Tutorial - Guido Rossum 2018-06-19
Python is an easy to learn, powerful programming language. It has
efficient high-level data structures and a simple but effective approach to
object-oriented programming. Python's elegant syntax and dynamic
typing, together with its interpreted nature, make it an ideal language
for scripting and rapid application development in many areas on most
platforms. The Python interpreter and the extensive standard library are
freely available in source or binary form for all major platforms from the
Python Web site, https: //www.python.org/, and may be freely
distributed. The same site also contains distributions of and pointers to
many free third party Python modules, programs and tools, and
additional documentation. The Python interpreter is easily extended with
new functions and data types implemented in C or C++ (or other
languages callable from C). Python is also suitable as an extension
language for customizable applications. This tutorial introduces the
reader informally to the basic concepts and features of the python
language and system. It helps to have a Python interpreter handy for
hands-on experience, but all examples are self contained, so the tutorial
can be read off-line as well. For a description of standard objects and
modules, see library-index. reference-index gives a more formal
deﬁnition of the language. To write extensions in C or C++, read
extending-index and c-api-index. There are also several books covering
Python in depth. This tutorial does not attempt to be comprehensive and
cover every single feature, or even every commonly used feature.
Instead, it introduces many of Python's most noteworthy features, and
will give you a good idea of the language's ﬂavor and style. After reading
it, you will be able to read and write Python modules and programs, and
you will be ready to learn more about the various Python library modules
described in library-index. The Glossary is also worth going through.
Python for Everybody - Charles R. Severance 2016-04-09
Python for Everybody is designed to introduce students to programming
and software development through the lens of exploring data. You can
think of the Python programming language as your tool to solve data
problems that are beyond the capability of a spreadsheet.Python is an
easy to use and easy to learn programming language that is freely
available on Macintosh, Windows, or Linux computers. So once you learn
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Python you can use it for the rest of your career without needing to
purchase any software.This book uses the Python 3 language. The earlier
Python 2 version of this book is titled "Python for Informatics: Exploring
Information".There are free downloadable electronic copies of this book
in various formats and supporting materials for the book at
www.pythonlearn.com. The course materials are available to you under a
Creative Commons License so you can adapt them to teach your own
Python course.
Starting Out with Python - Tony Gaddis 2018
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you
select the correct ISBN. Several versions of products MyLab(tm)
Programming exist for each title, and registrations are not transferable.
To register for and use MyLab Programming, you may also need a
Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and
purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson, the access codes for MyLab Programming
may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously redeemed.
Check with the seller before completing your purchase. For courses in
Python programming. This package includes MyLab Programming. A
clear and student-friendly introduction to the fundamentals of Python In
Starting Out with Python®, 4th Edition, Tony Gaddis' accessible
coverage introduces students to the basics of programming in a high
level language. Python, an easy-to-learn and increasingly popular objectoriented language, allows readers to become comfortable with the
fundamentals of programming without the troublesome syntax that can
be challenging for novices. With the knowledge acquired using Python,
students gain confidence in their skills and learn to recognize the logic
behind developing high-quality programs. Starting Out with Python
discusses control structures, functions, arrays, and pointers before
objects and classes. As with all Gaddis texts, clear and easy-to-read code
listings, concise and practical real-world examples, focused explanations,
and an abundance of exercises appear in every chapter. Updates to the
4th Edition include revised, improved problems throughout, and new
Turtle Graphics sections that provide flexibility as assignable, optional
material. Personalize learning with MyLab Programming. MyLab(tm)
Programming is an online learning system designed to engage students
and improve results. MyLab Programming consists of programming
exercises correlated to the concepts and objectives in this book. Through
practice exercises and immediate, personalized feedback, MyLab
Programming improves the programming competence of beginning
students who often struggle with the basic concepts of programming
languages. 0134543661 / 9780134543666 Starting Out with Python Plus
MyLab Programming with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 4/e
Package consists of: 0134444329 / 9780134444321 Starting Out with
Python 0134484967 / 9780134484969 MyLab Programming with Pearson
eText -- Access Code Card -- for Starting Out with Python Students can
use the URL and phone number below to help answer their questions:
http://247pearsoned.custhelp.com/app/home 800-677-6337
Learn Python 3 the Hard Way - Zed A. Shaw 2017-06-26
You Will Learn Python 3! Zed Shaw has perfected the world’s best
system for learning Python 3. Follow it and you will succeed—just like
the millions of beginners Zed has taught to date! You bring the
discipline, commitment, and persistence; the author supplies everything
else. In Learn Python 3 the Hard Way, you’ll learn Python by working
through 52 brilliantly crafted exercises. Read them. Type their code
precisely. (No copying and pasting!) Fix your mistakes. Watch the
programs run. As you do, you’ll learn how a computer works; what good
programs look like; and how to read, write, and think about code. Zed
then teaches you even more in 5+ hours of video where he shows you
how to break, fix, and debug your code—live, as he’s doing the exercises.
Install a complete Python environment Organize and write code Fix and
break code Basic mathematics Variables Strings and text Interact with
users Work with files Looping and logic Data structures using lists and
dictionaries Program design Object-oriented programming Inheritance
and composition Modules, classes, and objects Python packaging
Automated testing Basic game development Basic web development It’ll
be hard at first. But soon, you’ll just get it—and that will feel great! This
course will reward you for every minute you put into it. Soon, you’ll know
one of the world’s most powerful, popular programming languages.
You’ll be a Python programmer. This Book Is Perfect For Total beginners
with zero programming experience Junior developers who know one or
two languages Returning professionals who haven’t written code in years
Seasoned professionals looking for a fast, simple, crash course in Python
3
Functional Programming in Scala - Paul Chiusano 2014-09-01
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Summary Functional Programming in Scala is a serious tutorial for
programmers looking to learn FP and apply it to the everyday business of
coding. The book guides readers from basic techniques to advanced
topics in a logical, concise, and clear progression. In it, you'll find
concrete examples and exercises that open up the world of functional
programming. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,
Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the
Technology Functional programming (FP) is a style of software
development emphasizing functions that don't depend on program state.
Functional code is easier to test and reuse, simpler to parallelize, and
less prone to bugs than other code. Scala is an emerging JVM language
that offers strong support for FP. Its familiar syntax and transparent
interoperability with Java make Scala a great place to start learning FP.
About the Book Functional Programming in Scala is a serious tutorial for
programmers looking to learn FP and apply it to their everyday work.
The book guides readers from basic techniques to advanced topics in a
logical, concise, and clear progression. In it, you'll find concrete
examples and exercises that open up the world of functional
programming. This book assumes no prior experience with functional
programming. Some prior exposure to Scala or Java is helpful. What's
Inside Functional programming concepts The whys and hows of FP How
to write multicore programs Exercises and checks for understanding
About the Authors Paul Chiusano and Rúnar Bjarnason are recognized
experts in functional programming with Scala and are core contributors
to the Scalaz library. Table of Contents PART 1 INTRODUCTION TO
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING What is functional programming?
Getting started with functional programming in Scala Functional data
structures Handling errors without exceptions Strictness and laziness
Purely functional state PART 2 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN AND
COMBINATOR LIBRARIES Purely functional parallelism Property-based
testing Parser combinators PART 3 COMMON STRUCTURES IN
FUNCTIONAL DESIGN Monoids Monads Applicative and traversable
functors PART 4 EFFECTS AND I/O External effects and I/O Local effects
and mutable state Stream processing and incremental I/O
Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Computer Science Programming Book
for Python - Chris Roffey 2017-02-02
This resource is written to follow the updated Cambridge IGCSE®
Computer Science syllabus 0478 with examination from June and
November 2016. Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Computer Science
Programming Book for Python accompanies the Cambridge IGCSE and O
Level Computer Science coursebook, and is suitable for students and
teachers wishing to use Python in their studies. It introduces and
develops practical skills to guide students in developing coding solutions
to the tasks presented in the book. Starting from simple skills and
progressing to more complex challenges, this book shows how to
approach a coding problem using Structure Diagrams and Flow Charts,
explains programming logic using pseudocode, develops Python
programming skills and gives full solutions to the tasks set.
Introducing Erlang - Simon St. Laurent 2017-03-06
If you’re new to Erlang, its functional style can seem difficult, but with
help from this hands-on introduction, you’ll scale the learning curve and
discover how enjoyable, powerful, and fun this language can be. In this
updated second edition, author Simon St.Laurent shows you how to write
simple Erlang programs by teaching you one skill at a time. You’ll learn
about pattern matching, recursion, message passing, process-oriented
programming, and establishing pathways for data rather than telling it
where to go. By the end of your journey, you’ll understand why Erlang is
ideal for concurrency and resilience. Get cozy with Erlang’s shell, its
command line interface Define functions, using the fun tool, to represent
repeated calculations Discover atoms, pattern matching, and guards: the
foundations of your program structure Delve into the heart of Erlang
processing with recursion, strings, lists, and higher-order functions
Create processes, send messages among them, and apply pattern
matching to incoming messages Store and manipulate structured data
with Erlang Term Storage and the Mnesia database Learn about Open
Telecom Platform, Erlang’s open source libraries and tools
Introduction to Python Programming - Gowrishankar S 2018-12-07
Introduction to Python Programming is written for students who are
beginners in the field of computer programming. This book presents an
intuitive approach to the concepts of Python Programming for students.
This book differs from traditional texts not only in its philosophy but also
in its overall focus, level of activities, development of topics, and
attention to programming details. The contents of the book are chosen
with utmost care after analyzing the syllabus for Python course
prescribed by various top universities in USA, Europe, and Asia. Since
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the prerequisite know-how varies significantly from student to student,
the book’s overall overture addresses the challenges of teaching and
learning of students which is fine-tuned by the authors’ experience with
large sections of students. This book uses natural language expressions
instead of the traditional shortened words of the programming world.
This book has been written with the goal to provide students with a
textbook that can be easily understood and to make a connection
between what students are learning and how they may apply that
knowledge. Features of this book This book does not assume any
previous programming experience, although of course, any exposure to
other programming languages is useful This book introduces all of the
key concepts of Python programming language with helpful illustrations
Programming examples are presented in a clear and consistent manner
Each line of code is numbered and explained in detail Use of f-strings
throughout the book Hundreds of real-world examples are included and
they come from fields such as entertainment, sports, music and
environmental studies Students can periodically check their progress
with in-chapter quizzes that appear in all chapters
Object-Orientation, Abstraction, and Data Structures Using Scala Mark C. Lewis 2017-01-06
Praise for the first edition: "The well-written, comprehensive book...[is]
aiming to become a de facto reference for the language and its features
and capabilities. The pace is appropriate for beginners; programming
concepts are introduced progressively through a range of examples and
then used as tools for building applications in various domains, including
sophisticated data structures and algorithms...Highly recommended.
Students of all levels, faculty, and professionals/practitioners. —D.
Papamichail, University of Miami in CHOICE Magazine Mark Lewis’
Introduction to the Art of Programming Using Scala was the first
textbook to use Scala for introductory CS courses. Fully revised and
expanded, the new edition of this popular text has been divided into two
books. Object-Orientation, Abstraction, and Data Structures Using Scala,
Second Edition is intended to be used as a textbook for a second or third
semester course in Computer Science. The Scala programming language
provides powerful constructs for expressing both object orientation and
abstraction. This book provides students with these tools of object
orientation to help them structure solutions to larger, more complex
problems, and to expand on their knowledge of abstraction so that they
can make their code more powerful and flexible. The book also illustrates
key concepts through the creation of data structures, showing how data
structures can be written, and the strengths and weaknesses of each one.
Libraries that provide the functionality needed to do real programming
are also explored in the text, including GUIs, multithreading, and
networking. The book is filled with end-of-chapter projects and exercises,
and the authors have also posted a number of different supplements on
the book website. Video lectures for each chapter in the book are also
available on YouTube. The videos show construction of code from the
ground up and this type of "live coding" is invaluable for learning to
program, as it allows students into the mind of a more experienced
programmer, where they can see the thought processes associated with
the development of the code. About the Authors Mark Lewis is an
Associate Professor at Trinity University. He teaches a number of
different courses, spanning from first semester introductory courses to
advanced seminars. His research interests included simulations and
modeling, programming languages, and numerical modeling of rings
around planets with nearby moons. Lisa Lacher is an Assistant Professor
at the University of Houston, Clear Lake with over 25 years of
professional software development experience. She teaches a number of
different courses spanning from first semester introductory courses to
graduate level courses. Her research interests include Computer Science
Education, Agile Software Development, Human Computer Interaction
and Usability Engineering, as well as Measurement and Empirical
Software Engineering.
Python Programming - John M. Zelle 2004
This book is suitable for use in a university-level first course in
computing (CS1), as well as the increasingly popular course known as
CS0. It is difficult for many students to master basic concepts in
computer science and programming. A large portion of the confusion can
be blamed on the complexity of the tools and materials that are
traditionally used to teach CS1 and CS2. This textbook was written with
a single overarching goal: to present the core concepts of computer
science as simply as possible without being simplistic.
Programming for Computations - Python - Svein Linge 2016-07-25
This book presents computer programming as a key method for solving
mathematical problems. There are two versions of the book, one for
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MATLAB and one for Python. The book was inspired by the Springer
book TCSE 6: A Primer on Scientific Programming with Python (by
Langtangen), but the style is more accessible and concise, in keeping
with the needs of engineering students. The book outlines the shortest
possible path from no previous experience with programming to a set of
skills that allows the students to write simple programs for solving
common mathematical problems with numerical methods in engineering
and science courses. The emphasis is on generic algorithms, clean design
of programs, use of functions, and automatic tests for verification.
Think Python - Allen B. Downey 2015-12-02
If you want to learn how to program, working with Python is an excellent
way to start. This hands-on guide takes you through the language a step
at a time, beginning with basic programming concepts before moving on
to functions, recursion, data structures, and object-oriented design. This
second edition and its supporting code have been updated for Python 3.
Through exercises in each chapter, you’ll try out programming concepts
as you learn them. Think Python is ideal for students at the high school
or college level, as well as self-learners, home-schooled students, and
professionals who need to learn programming basics. Beginners just
getting their feet wet will learn how to start with Python in a browser.
Start with the basics, including language syntax and semantics Get a
clear definition of each programming concept Learn about values,
variables, statements, functions, and data structures in a logical
progression Discover how to work with files and databases Understand
objects, methods, and object-oriented programming Use debugging
techniques to fix syntax, runtime, and semantic errors Explore interface
design, data structures, and GUI-based programs through case studies
A Beginners Guide to Python 3 Programming - John Hunt 2019-08-08
This textbook on Python 3 explains concepts such as variables and what
they represent, how data is held in memory, how a for loop works and
what a string is. It also introduces key concepts such as functions,
modules and packages as well as object orientation and functional
programming. Each section is prefaced with an introductory chapter,
before continuing with how these ideas work in Python. Topics such as
generators and coroutines are often misunderstood and these are
explained in detail, whilst topics such as Referential Transparency,
multiple inheritance and exception handling are presented using
examples. A Beginners Guide to Python 3 Programming provides all you
need to know about Python, with numerous examples provided
throughout including several larger worked case studies illustrating the
ideas presented in the previous chapters.
Start Programming Using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript - Iztok Fajfar
2015-10-14
A Beginner’s Guide to Computer Programming Start Programming Using
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript is a manual for undergraduate students in
engineering and the natural sciences to discover how computer
programming works. Using a dialog format between two students and a
professor, the text teaches students how the mainstream web languages
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript interact and how to harness their capabilities
in practical settings. Each chapter focuses on a specific theme supported
by a gradual development of engaging worked examples of live web
documents and applications using the three languages. Students can
follow most of the examples and experiments using any modern browser
and plain text editor. A practical homework problem is included at the
end of every chapter and then is discussed at the beginning of the next
chapter. In addition, a related keywords list helps students review key
topics. By focusing on important established principles and concrete
examples, this introductory book shows students how to write cleaner
and more easily maintainable code. It augments the basic language
syntax and rules with contents and structure while keeping the material
simple and manageable.
Cybersecurity - Henrique M. D. Santos 2022-04-28
Cybersecurity: A Practical Engineering Approach introduces the
implementation of a secure cyber architecture, beginning with the
identification of security risks. It then builds solutions to mitigate risks
by considering the technological justification of the solutions as well as
their efficiency. The process follows an engineering process model. Each
module builds on a subset of the risks, discussing the knowledge
necessary to approach a solution, followed by the security control
architecture design and the implementation. The modular approach
allows students to focus on more manageable problems, making the
learning process simpler and more attractive.
Computational Thinking for the Modern Problem Solver - David D. Riley
2014-03-27
Through examples and analogies, Computational Thinking for the
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Modern Problem Solver introduces computational thinking as part of an
introductory computing course and shows how computer science
concepts are applicable to other fields. It keeps the material accessible
and relevant to noncomputer science majors. With numerous color
figures, this classroom-tested book focuses on both foundational
computer science concepts and engineering topics. It covers abstraction,
algorithms, logic, graph theory, social issues of software, and numeric
modeling as well as execution control, problem-solving strategies,
testing, and data encoding and organizing. The text also discusses
fundamental concepts of programming, including variables and
assignment, sequential execution, selection, repetition, control
abstraction, data organization, and concurrency. The authors present the
algorithms using language-independent notation.
Explorations in Computing - John S. Conery 2014-09-24
An Active Learning Approach to Teaching the Main Ideas in Computing
Explorations in Computing: An Introduction to Computer Science and
Python Programming teaches computer science students how to use
programming skills to explore fundamental concepts and computational
approaches to solving problems. Tbook gives beginning students an
introduction to
Beginning Programming with Python For Dummies - John Paul Mueller
2018-02-13
The easy way to learn programming fundamentals with Python Python is
a remarkably powerful and dynamic programming language that's used
in a wide variety of application domains. Some of its key distinguishing
features include a very clear, readable syntax, strong introspection
capabilities, intuitive object orientation, and natural expression of
procedural code. Plus, Python features full modularity, supporting
hierarchical packages, exception-based error handling, and modules
easily written in C, C++, Java, R, or .NET languages, such as C#. In
addition, Python supports a number of coding styles that include:
functional, imperative, object-oriented, and procedural. Due to its ease of
use and flexibility, Python is constantly growing in popularity—and now
you can wear your programming hat with pride and join the ranks of the
pros with the help of this guide. Inside, expert author John Paul Mueller
gives a complete step-by-step overview of all there is to know about
Python. From performing common and advanced tasks, to collecting
data, to interacting with package—this book covers it all! Use Python to
create and run your first application Find out how to troubleshoot and fix
errors Learn to work with Anaconda and use Magic Functions Benefit
from completely updated and revised information since the last edition If
you've never used Python or are new to programming in general,
Beginning Programming with Python For Dummies is a helpful resource
that will set you up for success.
Functional Programming in Python - David Mertz 2018-02-23
In this document, we'll take a tour of Python's features suitable for
implementing programs in a functional style. After an introduction to the
concepts of functional programming, we'll look at language features such
as iterators and generators and relevant library modules such as itertools
and functools.
Functional Python Programming - Steven F. Lott 2018-04-13
Create succinct and expressive implementations with functional
programming in Python Key Features Learn how to choose between
imperative and functional approaches based on expressiveness, clarity,
and performance Get familiar with complex concepts such as monads,
concurrency, and immutability Apply functional Python to common
Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) programming problems Book
Description If you’re a Python developer who wants to discover how to
take the power of functional programming (FP) and bring it into your
own programs, then this book is essential for you, even if you know next
to nothing about the paradigm. Starting with a general overview of
functional concepts, you’ll explore common functional features such as
first-class and higher-order functions, pure functions, and more. You’ll
see how these are accomplished in Python 3.6 to give you the core
foundations you’ll build upon. After that, you’ll discover common
functional optimizations for Python to help your apps reach even higher
speeds. You’ll learn FP concepts such as lazy evaluation using Python’s
generator functions and expressions. Moving forward, you’ll learn to
design and implement decorators to create composite functions. You'll
also explore data preparation techniques and data exploration in depth,
and see how the Python standard library fits the functional programming
model. Finally, to top off your journey into the world of functional
Python, you’ll at look at the PyMonad project and some larger examples
to put everything into perspective. What you will learn Use Python's
generator functions and generator expressions to work with collections
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in a non-strict (or lazy) manner Utilize Python library modules including
itertools, functools, multiprocessing, and concurrent features to ensure
efficient functional programs Use Python strings with object-oriented
suffix notation and prefix notation Avoid stateful classes with families of
tuples Design and implement decorators to create composite functions
Use functions such as max(), min(), map(), filter(), and sorted() Write
higher-order functions Who this book is for This book is for Python
developers who would like to perform Functional programming with
Python. Python Programming knowledge is assumed.
Computer Programming for Beginners - Murali Chemuturi
2018-09-03
This book aims to capture the fundamentals of computer programming
without tying the topic to any specific programming language. To the
best of the authors’ knowledge there is no such book in the market.
Computer Systems Architecture - Aharon Yadin 2016-08-03
Computer Systems Architecture provides IT professionals and students
with the necessary understanding of computer hardware. It addresses
the ongoing issues related to computer hardware and discusses the
solutions supplied by the industry. The book describes trends in
computing solutions that led to the current available infrastructures,
tracing the initial need for computers to recent concepts such as the
Internet of Things. It covers computers’ data representation, explains
how computer architecture and its underlying meaning changed over the
years, and examines the implementations and performance
enhancements of the central processing unit (CPU). It then discusses the
organization, hierarchy, and performance considerations of computer
memory as applied by the operating system and illustrates how cache
memory significantly improves performance. The author proceeds to
explore the bus system, algorithms for ensuring data integrity, input and
output (I/O) components, methods for performing I/O, various aspects
relevant to software engineering, and nonvolatile storage devices, such
as hard drives and technologies for enhancing performance and
reliability. He also describes virtualization and cloud computing and the
emergence of software-based systems’ architectures. Accessible to
software engineers and developers as well as students in IT disciplines,
this book enhances readers’ understanding of the hardware
infrastructure used in software engineering projects. It enables readers
to better optimize system usage by focusing on the principles used in
hardware systems design and the methods for enhancing performance.
Object-Orientation, Abstraction, and Data Structures Using Scala,
Second Edition - Mark C. Lewis 2017-01-06
Praise for the first edition: "The well-written, comprehensive book...[is]
aiming to become a de facto reference for the language and its features
and capabilities. The pace is appropriate for beginners; programming
concepts are introduced progressively through a range of examples and
then used as tools for building applications in various domains, including
sophisticated data structures and algorithms...Highly recommended.
Students of all levels, faculty, and professionals/practitioners.? —D.
Papamichail, University of Miami in CHOICE Magazine ? Mark Lewis’
Introduction to the Art of Programming Using Scala?was the first
textbook to use Scala for introductory CS courses. Fully revised and
expanded, the new edition of this popular text has been divided into two
books. Object-Orientation, Abstraction, and Data Structures Using Scala,
Second Edition is intended to be used as a textbook for a second or third
semester course in Computer Science. The Scala programming language
provides powerful constructs for expressing both object orientation and
abstraction. This book provides students with these tools of object
orientation to help them structure solutions to larger, more complex
problems, and to expand on their knowledge of abstraction so that they
can make their code more powerful and flexible. The book also illustrates
key concepts through the creation of data structures, showing how data
structures can be written, and the strengths and weaknesses of each one.
Libraries that provide the functionality needed to do real programming
are also explored in the text, including GUIs, multithreading, and
networking. The book is filled with end-of-chapter projects and exercises,
and the authors have also posted a number of different supplements on
the book website. Video lectures for each chapter in the book are also
available on YouTube. The videos show construction of code from the
ground up and this type of "live coding" is invaluable for learning to
program, as it allows students into the mind of a more experienced
programmer, where they can see the thought processes associated with
the development of the code. About the Authors Mark Lewis is an
Associate Professor at Trinity University. He teaches a number of
different courses, spanning from first semester introductory courses to
advanced seminars. His research interests included simulations and
a-functional-start-to-computing-with-python-chapman-hallcrc-textbooks-in-computing

modeling, programming languages, and numerical modeling of rings
around planets with nearby moons.? Lisa Lacher is an Assistant
Professor at the University of Houston, Clear Lake with over 25 years of
professional software development experience. She teaches a number of
different courses spanning from first semester introductory courses to
graduate level courses. Her research interests include Computer Science
Education, Agile Software Development, Human Computer Interaction
and Usability Engineering, as well as Measurement and Empirical
Software Engineering.
Python for Data Analysis - Wes McKinney 2017-09-25
Get complete instructions for manipulating, processing, cleaning, and
crunching datasets in Python. Updated for Python 3.6, the second edition
of this hands-on guide is packed with practical case studies that show
you how to solve a broad set of data analysis problems effectively. You’ll
learn the latest versions of pandas, NumPy, IPython, and Jupyter in the
process. Written by Wes McKinney, the creator of the Python pandas
project, this book is a practical, modern introduction to data science
tools in Python. It’s ideal for analysts new to Python and for Python
programmers new to data science and scientific computing. Data files
and related material are available on GitHub. Use the IPython shell and
Jupyter notebook for exploratory computing Learn basic and advanced
features in NumPy (Numerical Python) Get started with data analysis
tools in the pandas library Use flexible tools to load, clean, transform,
merge, and reshape data Create informative visualizations with
matplotlib Apply the pandas groupby facility to slice, dice, and
summarize datasets Analyze and manipulate regular and irregular time
series data Learn how to solve real-world data analysis problems with
thorough, detailed examples
Programming in Python 3 - Mark Summerfield 2008-12-16
Python 3 is the best version of the language yet: It is more powerful,
convenient, consistent, and expressive than ever before. Now, leading
Python programmer Mark Summerfield demonstrates how to write code
that takes full advantage of Python 3’s features and idioms. The first
book written from a completely “Python 3” viewpoint, Programming in
Python 3 brings together all the knowledge you need to write any
program, use any standard or third-party Python 3 library, and create
new library modules of your own. Summerfield draws on his many years
of Python experience to share deep insights into Python 3 development
you won’t find anywhere else. He begins by illuminating Python’s
“beautiful heart”: the eight key elements of Python you need to write
robust, high-performance programs. Building on these core elements, he
introduces new topics designed to strengthen your practical
expertise—one concept and hands-on example at a time. This book’s
coverage includes Developing in Python using procedural, objectoriented, and functional programming paradigms Creating custom
packages and modules Writing and reading binary, text, and XML files,
including optional compression, random access, and text and XML
parsing Leveraging advanced data types, collections, control structures,
and functions Spreading program workloads across multiple processes
and threads Programming SQL databases and key-value DBM files
Utilizing Python’s regular expression mini-language and module Building
usable, efficient, GUI-based applications Advanced programming
techniques, including generators, function and class decorators, context
managers, descriptors, abstract base classes, metaclasses, and more
Programming in Python 3 serves as both tutorial and language reference,
and it is accompanied by extensive downloadable example code—all of it
tested with the final version of Python 3 on Windows, Linux, and Mac OS
X.
A Concise Introduction to Data Structures using Java - Mark J. Johnson
2013-11-18
A student-friendly text, A Concise Introduction to Data Structures Using
Java takes a developmental approach, starting with simpler concepts first
and then building toward greater complexity. Important topics, such as
linked lists, are introduced gradually and revisited with increasing depth.
More code and guidance are provided at the beginning, allowing
students time to adapt to Java while also beginning to learn data
structures. As students develop fluency in Java, less code is provided and
more algorithms are outlined in pseudocode. The text is designed to
support a second course in computer science with an emphasis on
elementary data structures. The clear, concise explanations encourage
students to read and engage with the material, while partial
implementations of most data structures give instructors the flexibility to
develop some methods as examples and assign others as exercises. The
book also supplies an introductory chapter on Java basics that allows
students who are unfamiliar with Java to quickly get up to speed. The
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book helps students become familiar with how to use, design, implement,
and analyze data structures, an important step on the path to becoming
skilled software developers.
Making Music with Computers - Bill Manaris 2014-05-19
Teach Your Students How to Use Computing to Explore Powerful and
Creative Ideas In the twenty-first century, computers have become
indispensable in music making, distribution, performance, and
consumption. Making Music with Computers: Creative Programming in
Python introduces important concepts and skills necessary to generate
music with computers. It interweaves computing pedagogy with musical
concepts and creative activities, showing students how to integrate the
creativity and design of the arts with the mathematical rigor and
formality of computer science. The book provides an introduction to
creative software development in the Python programming language. It
uses innovative music-creation activities to illustrate introductory
computer programming concepts, including data types, algorithms,
operators, iteration, lists, functions, and classes. The authors also cover
GUIs, event-driven programming, big data, sonification, MIDI
programming, client–server programming, recursion, fractals, and
complex system dynamics. Requiring minimal musical or programming
experience, the text is designed for courses in introductory computer
science and computing in the arts. It helps students learn computer
programming in a creative context and understand how to build
computer music applications. Also suitable for self-study, the book shows
musicians and digital music enthusiasts how to write music software and
create algorithmic music compositions. Web Resource A supplementary
website (http://jythonMusic.org) provides a music library and other
software resources used in the text. The music library is an extension of
the jMusic library and incorporates other cross-platform programming
tools. The website also offers example course and associated media
resources.
A Functional Start to Computing with Python - Ted Herman
2013-07-26
A Functional Start to Computing with Python enables students to quickly
learn computing without having to use loops, variables, and object
abstractions at the start. Requiring no prior programming experience,
the book draws on Python’s flexible data types and operations as well as
its capacity for defining new functions. Along with the specifics of
Python, the text covers important concepts of computing, including
software engineering motivation, algorithms behind syntax rules,
advanced functional programming ideas, and, briefly, finite state
machines. Taking a student-friendly, interactive approach to teach
computing, the book addresses more difficult concepts and abstractions
later in the text. The author presents ample explanations of data types,
operators, and expressions. He also describes comprehensions—the
powerful specifications of lists and dictionaries—before introducing loops
and variables. This approach helps students better understand
assignment syntax and iteration by giving them a mental model of
sophisticated data first. Web Resource The book’s supplementary
website at http://functionalfirstpython.com/ provides many ancillaries,
including: Interactive flashcards on Python language elements Links to
extra support for each chapter Unit testing and programming exercises
An interactive Python stepper tool Chapter-by-chapter points Material for
lectures
Classic Computer Science Problems in Java - David Kopec 2020-12-21
Sharpen your coding skills by exploring established computer science
problems! Classic Computer Science Problems in Java challenges you
with time-tested scenarios and algorithms. Summary Sharpen your
coding skills by exploring established computer science problems!
Classic Computer Science Problems in Java challenges you with timetested scenarios and algorithms. You’ll work through a series of
exercises based in computer science fundamentals that are designed to
improve your software development abilities, improve your
understanding of artificial intelligence, and even prepare you to ace an
interview. As you work through examples in search, clustering, graphs,
and more, you'll remember important things you've forgotten and
discover classic solutions to your "new" problems! Purchase of the print
book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from
Manning Publications. About the technology Whatever software
development problem you’re facing, odds are someone has already
uncovered a solution. This book collects the most useful solutions
devised, guiding you through a variety of challenges and tried-and-true
problem-solving techniques. The principles and algorithms presented
here are guaranteed to save you countless hours in project after project.
About the book Classic Computer Science Problems in Java is a master
a-functional-start-to-computing-with-python-chapman-hallcrc-textbooks-in-computing

class in computer programming designed around 55 exercises that have
been used in computer science classrooms for years. You’ll work through
hands-on examples as you explore core algorithms, constraint problems,
AI applications, and much more. What's inside Recursion, memoization,
and bit manipulation Search, graph, and genetic algorithms Constraintsatisfaction problems K-means clustering, neural networks, and
adversarial search About the reader For intermediate Java programmers.
About the author David Kopec is an assistant professor of Computer
Science and Innovation at Champlain College in Burlington, Vermont.
Table of Contents 1 Small problems 2 Search problems 3 Constraintsatisfaction problems 4 Graph problems 5 Genetic algorithms 6 K-means
clustering 7 Fairly simple neural networks 8 Adversarial search 9
Miscellaneous problems 10 Interview with Brian Goetz
Python for Linguists - Michael Hammond 2020-05-07
An introduction to Python programming for linguists. Examples of code
specifically designed for language analysis are featured throughout.
A Concise Introduction to Programming in Python - Mark J. Johnson
2018-04-17
A Concise Introduction to Programming in Python, Second Edition
provides a hands-on and accessible introduction to writing software in
Python, with no prior programming experience required. The Second
Edition was thoroughly reorganized and rewritten based on classroom
experience to incorporate: A spiral approach, starting with turtle
graphics, and then revisiting concepts in greater depth using numeric,
textual, and image data Clear, concise explanations written for beginning
students, emphasizing core principles A variety of accessible examples,
focusing on key concepts Diagrams to help visualize new concepts New
sections on recursion and exception handling, as well as an earlier
introduction of lists, based on instructor feedback The text offers
sections designed for approximately one class period each, and proceeds
gradually from procedural to object-oriented design. Examples,
exercises, and projects are included from diverse application domains,
including finance, biology, image processing, and textual analysis. It also
includes a brief "How-To" sections that introduce optional topics
students may be interested in exploring. The text is written to be read,
making it a good fit in flipped classrooms. Designed for either classroom
use or self-study, all example programs and solutions to odd-numbered
exercises (except for projects) are available at:
http://www.central.edu/go/conciseintro/.
Functional C - Pieter H. Hartel 1997
Functional C teaches how to program in C, assuming that the student
has already learnt how to formulate algorithms in a functional style. By
using this as a starting point, the student will become a better C
programmer, capable of writing programs that are easier to comprehend,
maintain and that avoid common errors and pitfalls. All program code
that appears in Functional C is available on our ftp server - see below.
How to find a code fragment? To access a particular code fragment, use
the book to locate the section or subsection in which the code fragment
appears, then click on that section in the code index . This will open the
appropriate page at the beginning of the section. The code fragment may
then be selected using the copy/paste facilities of your browser. Each
chapter is represented by a separate page, so as an alternative to the
procedure above you can use the save-as menu of your browser to upload all code fragments in a particular chapter at once. Also available on
our ftp server is errata for Functional C.
Python Crash Course - Eric Matthes 2015-11-01
Python Crash Course is a fast-paced, thorough introduction to Python
that will have you writing programs, solving problems, and making
things that work in no time. In the first half of the book, you’ll learn
about basic programming concepts, such as lists, dictionaries, classes,
and loops, and practice writing clean and readable code with exercises
for each topic. You’ll also learn how to make your programs interactive
and how to test your code safely before adding it to a project. In the
second half of the book, you’ll put your new knowledge into practice with
three substantial projects: a Space Invaders–inspired arcade game, data
visualizations with Python’s super-handy libraries, and a simple web app
you can deploy online. As you work through Python Crash Course you’ll
learn how to: –Use powerful Python libraries and tools, including
matplotlib, NumPy, and Pygal –Make 2D games that respond to
keypresses and mouse clicks, and that grow more difficult as the game
progresses –Work with data to generate interactive visualizations
–Create and customize Web apps and deploy them safely online –Deal
with mistakes and errors so you can solve your own programming
problems If you’ve been thinking seriously about digging into
programming, Python Crash Course will get you up to speed and have
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you writing real programs fast. Why wait any longer? Start your engines
and code! Uses Python 2 and 3
Introduction to Programming and Problem-Solving Using Scala Mark C. Lewis 2016-10-14
Praise for the first edition: "The well-written, comprehensive book...[is]
aiming to become a de facto reference for the language and its features
and capabilities. The pace is appropriate for beginners; programming
concepts are introduced progressively through a range of examples and
then used as tools for building applications in various domains, including
sophisticated data structures and algorithms...Highly recommended.
Students of all levels, faculty, and professionals/practitioners. —D.
Papamichail, University of Miami in CHOICE Magazine Mark Lewis’
Introduction to the Art of Programming Using Scala was the first
textbook to use Scala for introductory CS courses. Fully revised and
expanded, the new edition of this popular text has been divided into two
books. Introduction to Programming and Problem-Solving Using Scala is
designed to be used in first semester college classrooms to teach
students beginning programming with Scala. The book focuses on the
key topics students need to know in an introductory course, while also
highlighting the features that make Scala a great programming language
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to learn. The book is filled with end-of-chapter projects and exercises,
and the authors have also posted a number of different supplements on
the book website. Video lectures for each chapter in the book are also
available on YouTube. The videos show construction of code from the
ground up and this type of "live coding" is invaluable for learning to
program, as it allows students into the mind of a more experienced
programmer, where they can see the thought processes associated with
the development of the code. About the Authors Mark Lewis is a
Professor at Trinity University. He teaches a number of different courses,
spanning from first semester introductory courses to advanced seminars.
His research interests included simulations and modeling, programming
languages, and numerical modeling of rings around planets with nearby
moons. Lisa Lacher is an Assistant Professor at the University of
Houston, Clear Lake with over 25 years of professional software
development experience. She teaches a number of different courses
spanning from first semester introductory courses to graduate level
courses. Her research interests include Computer Science Education,
Agile Software Development, Human Computer Interaction and Usability
Engineering, as well as Measurement and Empirical Software
Engineering.
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